ALL-TAG products are known throughout the world for being innovative, high performance, and high quality. We guarantee the quality and authenticity of every product we sell.
About ALL-TAG

Established in 1992, ALL-TAG® Security is a manufacturer of Electronic Article Surveillance (EAS) products and services that help retail stores decrease shoplifting. ALL-TAG is currently the second largest global manufacturer of 8.2 MHz Radio-Frequency (RF) Anti-Theft Labels and has manufacturing facilities and warehouses in Belgium, the United States, and Hong Kong.

ALL-TAG’s innovations in RF Label technology include their Superlabels®, 2-in-1™ RFID/EAS Combination Labels, Branding Labels, and their patented Black Static Line™ (BSL) technology for eliminating static during the automated label application process used in the source tagging process.

ALL-TAG products are known throughout the world for being innovative, high performance, and high quality. We guarantee the quality and authenticity of every product we sell. Since there are many inexperienced companies in the market producing low quality EAS products, we encourage anyone sourcing these products to test samples in advance and demand a minimum 5-year warranty.

For more detailed information regarding our company and product line, please visit our website at www.all-tag.com.
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ALL-TAG is currently the second largest global manufacturer of 8.2 MHz Radio-Frequency (RF) Anti-Theft Labels and has manufacturing facilities and warehouses in Belgium, the United States, and Hong Kong.

ALL-TAG's innovations in RF Label technology include their SuperLabels®, 2-In-1™ RFID/EAS Combination Labels, Branding Labels, and their patented Black Static Line™ (BSL) technology for eliminating static during the automated label application process used in the source tagging process. ALL-TAG products are known throughout the world for being innovative, high performance, and high quality. We guarantee the quality and authenticity of every product we sell. Since there are many inexperienced companies in the market producing low quality EAS products, we encourage anyone sourcing these products to test samples in advance and demand a minimum 5-year warranty.

For more detailed information regarding our company and product line, please visit our website at [www.all-tag.com](http://www.all-tag.com).

EAS Hard Tags, Ink Tags & Accessories

ALL-TAG also design and manufacture Hard Tags for apparel, Benefit Denial Ink Tags, Tags for protecting Bottles, and Alarming Pins, Tags, and Box Wraps. All of these products can be used in conjunction with our own line of EAS Systems and Tag Detachers, as well as Sensormatic® AM and Checkpoint® brands. Not only do we provide superior "off the shelf" products, but we also design custom EAS products to suit particular retailer requirements.

We also carry authentic preowned Sensormatic and Checkpoint products.

ALL-TAG Radio-Frequency (RF) Labels & Acousto-Magnetic (AM) Labels

The ALL-TAG brand RF Labels can be used in conjunction with our own RF Detection Systems and Tag Detectors, as well as Checkpoint and all other RF brands. Our Labels are being used by many of the largest retailers in the world today as well as by their source-tagging partners. Label integrators and retail product manufacturers utilize ALL-TAG labels in their high-speed label application programs for packaging and apparel ticketing. Our RF labels have been independently tested by many test labs and retailers with results that meet and/or exceed the requirements of all RF Label users.

All of our labels are available in a variety of formats; deactivatable, non-deactivatable, barcode, plain white, black, custom color, permanent adhesive, removable adhesive, thermal, and custom printed. We also offer custom roll lengths to better service your unique labeling applications.

We also supply Plain White and Dummy Barcode versions of Acousto-Magnetic (AM) labels in both sheet and roll formats.
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